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ABSTRACT
The last generation in management education identified and addressed two perceived gaps in
standard degree curricula: global business and corporate ethics. The Association for
Advancement of Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) has been instrumental in assuring these
topics receive due attention. Given the current state of management education for the challenges
of the 21st century, what are the two gaps that are likely to be perceived and addressed during the
next generation? The conjecture here is that attention to non-traded enterprises and to spatial
awareness will emerge as critical components of management education in the near future, and
will endure because their relevance and relative value will increase over time. Such a shift will
necessitate substantial rethinking of curricula: more than 99% of American businesses are
“small”, but the standard objective function taught in b-schools today is maximization of
shareholder wealth, usually measured by changes in stock price. Similarly, the current estimate is
that at least 80% of all business transactions or decisions involve a spatial component, yet this
component rarely is explicitly recognized in today’s b-school classes. The blurring of boundaries
and increasing joint ventures among public, not-for-profit, corporate, and small-to-medium
enterprises (SMEs), coupled with advancements in geographic information systems (GIS),
suggests an impetus for these next two waves in management education. This paper provides
background information and a projected trajectory for infusion of these concepts into tomorrow’s
curriculum.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

I

received my MBA long ago, in 1970. At that time, at the business school I attended and I suspect at
most others as well, there were required courses in functional disciplines like marketing, accounting and
finance – but it was quite possible to earn the degree without any exposure to either global business or
corporate ethics. At that time, it seemed to me that international business was thought a rather esoteric concept,
perhaps of value if one were to deal with imports and exports, but hardly a subject of serious inquiry. Unknown to
me at the time, one school saw it differently: Thunderbird was a small and struggling independent school at the time,
but bet its future on its belief that all business is global business – today the Thunderbird School of Global
Management often is ranked among the best b-schools. A similar story can be told of business ethics, a topic that
received absolutely no attention in the program I attended. The Association for Advancement of Collegiate Schools
of Business (AACSB) has been instrumental in assuring these topics receive due attention. Given the current state
of management education for the challenges of the 21 st century, what are the two gaps that are likely to be perceived
and addressed during the next generation? Following are my two prime candidates.
II.

NON-TRADED ENTERPRISES

It is not surprising that schools of business focus on business education. However, it is somewhat
surprising that schools of management often focus exclusively on business education, even though many
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management principles apply as well to many non-business enterprises, including not-for-profit organizations and
governmental agencies. Approximately one-third of the more than 500 schools accredited by The Association for
Advancement of Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) list “Management” rather than “Business” in their school
identification, including highly-ranked programs like the Kellogg Graduate School of Management (Northwestern
University), the Sloan School of Management (MIT), and the Johnson School of Management (Cornell University).
Nonetheless, there usually is no discernible difference in the attention afforded non-market enterprises, and that
level of attention often is quite minimal. Some universities supplement traditional business degree offerings with
programs in public administration or public affairs, either within the same school as the business programs or
elsewhere on campus; many do not. Furthermore, business curriculum invariably assumes a large corporate
structure, and instructors addressing critical issues like valuation simply assume the existence of efficiently priced
securities traded in liquid markets. The reality is that most people do not work in public-traded corporations, and
management education needs to change to reflect the growing trend toward non-traditional work environments,
especially self-employment, small businesses, social entrepreneurship, and not-for-profit organizations. For
specificity, the remainder of this section focuses on small businesses.
The table below (2) indicates that most business is small business. Of nearly six million firms registered in the
United States, less than 0.3% have more than 500 employees, about 9 of 10 have less than 20 employees, and 2 of 3
have less than five employees.

Moreover, it is estimated that small businesses account for 14 times as many patents per employee as do
large organizations, and their patents are twice as likely to rank among the 1% of most cited patents. Clearly, this is
a vibrant market, one that is likely to attract the interest of the Millennial Generation (Gen-Y) that is poised to enter
the workplace in force. The question is whether b-schools are preparing graduates for this alternative.
Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) differ from public corporations in several important ways. In
particular, SMEs do not issue equity that is traded in secondary markets, and therefore do not have a direct measure
of systematic risk (beta). Because both the SME owners and the enterprise projects are less diversified, the market
is likely to price much of the unsystematic risk. There are fewer agency issues, in that the owner also tends to be
directly involved in operations, there tend to be fewer slack resources than within a corporate setting, and a single
project may represent much or all of the enterprise. However, traditional business school courses and textbooks
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assume a goal of maximizing stock price, emphasize that much of risk is diversifiable and therefore not priced by
the market, explain in detail the conflicts inherent in separation between ownership and management, and so on.

It would be less a problem if these ideas were malleable, and could be modified to fit a small business.
Unfortunately, in most cases that is not the case. Here is one example.
An Example
The first formula above values a corporation by discounting its expected dividend payment next year by the
differential between its cost of capital and its anticipated (constant) growth rate. Leaving aside the need to substitute
a different numerator, how might a small business estimate its cost of capital? The second formula work fine for a
public-traded corporation, but there is no market-based beta for a small business. What could we be teaching
students in our business classes? One idea would be to introduce the notion of “accounting betas”, and to derive the
cost of capital from such estimates. Another idea would be to derive an estimate from the most basic of building
blocks – the risk-free rate and the probability of firm survival. Following Cheung (1), letting p = the one-period
probability of survival, and letting r = the risk-free rate, then the one-period implied cost of capital, k, for a firm with
no debt equals:
k

= [(1 + r) / p] -1
= (r / p) + (1 - p) / p

How can this simple measure be applied to a small business? Consider the following graph published by
the SBA (2), which plots survival rates after x years, by industry:
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Inferring numeric survival probabilities from year (x – 1) to year x from the graph:

Cumulative annualized survival rates after x years can be constructed for each industry:

The inferred cost of capital (k) for each year can then be estimated:
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Finally, the median cost of capital over time can be used to approximate the appropriate discount rate to
apply for a small business in a given industry:

These imputed discount rates vary from the least risky industry (education and health, at 19.9%, to the most
risky industry (information systems, at 32.0%).
There may be better strategies to estimate the cost of capital for a small business; certainly, there are
refinements to the above strategy that would improve estimates in a multi-period setting, especially if the firm has
substantial debt outstanding. The important points here are that: (i.) textbook strategies for estimating cost of capital
often are inappropriate for strategies do exist for small businesses, (ii.) alternative strategies to estimating cost of
capital for a small business do exist, (iii.) the need for alternative strategies in dealing with small businesses extends
well beyond cost of capital estimation to a variety of other issues in business modeling, and (iv.) the needs also
extend beyond small businesses to other non-traded enterprises. B-schools are choosing to not address these needs,
but competitive pressures and market dynamics will force the issue. Most operate in the lower right corner of the
table below, largely ignoring columns to the left.

III.

SPATIAL AWARENESS

Everything exists in both time and space. It is routine practice to incorporate the temporal perspective in
business curriculum, sometimes by analyzing financial statements over time, sometimes looking for historical
patterns in consumer behavior, often times doing more sophisticated forms of time-series analysis. Why isn’t space
afforded the same treatment? I think the old answer is that it was simply too hard to do well, and the new answer is
that most business faculty are unaware of the tremendous advances in technology through geographic information
systems (GIS), in methodology relating to spatial econometrics, and especially in sophisticated applications – which
many companies guard with some secrecy as a perceived competitive advantage.
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Spatial awareness begins with the injection of spatial data into an existing database:

The physical space of interest can serve as a data terrain of sorts, upon which multiple layers of information
can be superimposed. Any region of the terrain can be drilled to whatever depth is of interest and variations among
layers as one explores the terrain can be observed, measured, and modeled. Spatial autocorrelation is the
counterpart to time-series autocorrelation, and can reveal new patterns, suggest hypotheses, identify deficiencies in
models assuming independence among observations, and guide us toward alternative formulations. Students
appreciate that spatial analysis also is highly intuitive.
An Example
Assume you are a company marketing Brand X Cola throughout the United States. By what generic name
do you refer to your product? Following (3) is the first several rows of data pertaining to frequency of term usage,
by state, for a sample of many consumers:
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Insights are not immediately forthcoming for most of us when looking at a table of more than fifty rows of
such data. With some effort, and with the help of a spreadsheet, we can determine that most Californians (58.4%) in
the survey prefer the term “soda”, whereas few (3.1%) prefer the term “pop” – even though these two terms are used
about equally when preferences are aggregated across all fifty states. Clearly there are differences among states.
Are these differences clustered by region, or randomly spread across the nation? That is not easily or quickly
discerned from the table, not even with a spreadsheet. Now, let’s map similar results, which is the most basic GIS
application:

Regional clustering is immediately evident: the preferred term when marketing in the South is “coke”, and
in the Midwest is “pop”. More subtle differences also are revealed.
Spatial awareness, then, is an opportunity to see new relationships, and to see known relationships in new
ways. Realistic applications layer not just one attribute (term preference) on a map, but simultaneously present
multiple layers of attributes. Such a rich information environment provides opportunities for more rich insights and
analyses.
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CONCLUSIONS

Business school accreditation and competitive pressures both assert pressure for continuous improvement,
suggesting change in curricula is likely with each generation. Your guesses of the next waves in change may be
different than mine, and may be more accurate. The current rage is sustainability, or “Green MBAs”, which now
face its own sustainability test in the aftermath of the financial meltdown of 2008. One reason I’m inclined toward
the two waves I have discussed is practical – many existing faculty can make parallel shifts in emphasis without
much retooling. For example, many specialists in management strategy would have little difficulty refocusing on
alternative objective functions to stock price maximization, and the consequences. Likewise, many current faculty
in management information systems are well-positioned to move into GIS. To the extent a business school
facilitates such shifts, it should gain competitive advantage.
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